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The Conference Series invites you to attend the “3rd Annual Congress on Orthodontics and Endodontics” to be held in Tokyo, Japan from November 19-20, 2020 Tokyo, Japan with the theme “Endurance and Excellence in Orthodontics and Endodontics”. Dental Implants and Orthodontics Conferences have been designed in an interdisciplinary manner with a multitude of tracks to choose from every segment and provide you with a unique opportunity to meet up with peers from both industries belonging to Dentistry.

On this occasion, the Annual Congress on Orthodontics and Endodontics conference invites applications for various awards;

**Expert Level (Scientific Service Achievement Award)**

Scientific Service Achievement award is to the specialists who have made extraordinary works to progressing in Dentistry. It is the most prestigious award of the conference. The eligibility criteria for achieving this award is one should have minimum of 20+ years of experience in the relative field. You can nominate deserving of the award online.

**Professional Level (The Research Contribution Award)**

This award is to recognize professionals/experts that have made significant contributions in research and development in dentistry field in the public or private sector having research knowledge of 10+ years. Part-time research will be calculated as pro-rata. The experience will be calculated from the date when you received your (first) degree which will give you the title to join doctorate (in the country from where you obtained the degree or any other foreign country), even if the doctorate was never started. You can nominate deserving of the award online.

**Scholar Level (The Upcoming Researcher Award)**

This award is for the upcoming scientists, researchers and experts having 10+ years research experience in the field of dentistry.

Conference Series would like to provide best platform to grow your network by sharing your research studies at the stage. The individual should give an oral talk on scientific research of around 25-30 minutes based on the theme of the conference along with 5 minutes panel discussions. You can nominate deserving of the award online.

**Women Scientist (The Women of Science Award)**

We encourage women scientists for sharing the latest research projects with an in-depth analysis at an international stage. Our conference cordially invites women scientists and scholars from universities/industries having 10+ years of research experience to join the event. Women scientists can nominate deserving of the award online.

**Outstanding Speaker Award**

This award is for individual who will present their research projects, strategies and schemes that have been executed to develop long term excellence in dentistry. You can nominate deserving of the award online.

**Outstanding Speaker**

The award will be given to the participants who have presented a very informative session with a complete description and which have been applied to improve the Dentistry. Nomination can be done online.

**Best Keynote Speaker**

The best Keynote Speaker award will be given to the individual speaker who will present their research related to the wellness of the Dentistry and Oral health care mainly focusing on the theme of the conference. Confirmed participants can nominate someone deserving online. Being a keynote speaker means you need to be able to sound the ‘keynote’.

However, this award also encompasses those who also educate, inspire predominantly or challenge people’s thinking through their talks.
Best Poster Presentation

We organize poster competition to inspire the recent graduates and students to present their research study. The confirmed speakers’ poster abstracts will be presented at the conference. It will allow all potential scientists and researchers to present their recent work and share their views and make connections with world renowned eminent scientists. The main objective of this award is to set a pathway for the budding researchers and young scientist to share, enhance their knowledge in relevance to the conference theme.

Outstanding Thesis

The award recognizes Masters/Ph.D./Post-doctorate who will present their research thesis in the field of Dentistry. Thesis with extraordinary research on the significance of Oral Health Care field will be awarded.